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Instructions -The parents to ensure that their ward watches the video instructions for this assignment by clicking on the given 

link    https://youtu.be/CtZScWWP0Mw  She should revise the lesson given in the book and then work on the assignment. The 

completed assignment it to be downloaded and filed/pasted in the subject file/copy and kept ready for submission. The day, date 

and procedure of submission will be notified later. 

Reference book -AROUND the WORLD a textbook of Geography for ICSE schools by Ratna Sagar. 

Topics:- 

          Factors influencing agriculture 

          Types of farming 

          Types of crops 

          Major crops 

          Green Revolution 

                         
  Q-1- Fill in the blanks 

     a - ____________ is one of the most important activity in the world.  

     b - Sugarcane is a kind of grass with   __________ stem.  

     c - ____________ is mostly practised in the densely populated countries of the monsoon region.  

     d - In Latin, the word culture means ____________. 

     e - The Green Revolution has changed ______________.  

Q-2-  State true or false.  

      a- In India, the HYV seeds were first field tested in 1964-65.  

      b -Sugarcane is known as the Golden fibre.  

      c -Jute is the main raw material for the cotton textile industry. 

      d - The land on which crops are grown is known as arable land.  
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      e - Wheat is the staple food of the countries located in the temperate and in the dry subtropical regions. 

Q -3 - Answer these following questions:- 

      a - What is agriculture? Name the factors that influence agriculture. 

      b - How many types of farming are there? Name them.  

      c - Why tea plantations are set up along the hill slopes? 

      d - What is Green Revolution?  How has Green Revolution helped agricultural development in India? 

      e - What are the geographical conditions necessary for the cultivation of rubber, tea and jute? 

      f - What is Plantation agriculture? Write two examples. 
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